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Crossing To Avalon A Womans Midlife Quest For
The Sacred Feminine Jean Shinoda Bolen
Jean Shinoda Bolen provides ancient and modern ways to be our authentic, courageous,
and passionate selves. Jean herself is an Artemis. ̶Gloria Steinem Worshiped in Ancient
Greece as a protectress of young girls, Artemis was the goddess of hunting, nature, and
chastity̶the original wild woman. In Artemis, Jungian analyst and bestselling author,
Jean Shinoda Bolen, revives the goddess Artemis to reclaim the female passion and
persistence to survive and succeed. But an indomitable spirit isn t just reserved for the
gods. In her book, Dr. Bolen revives the myth of Atalanta, an archetypal Artemis and mere
mortal. To Atalanta, fate was no obstacle. Left to die because she was born a girl, she faces
the Calydon Boar and outruns any man attempting to claim her as his wife. In Artemis,
women are encouraged to discover their inner heroine̶the activist who never gives up,
who cannot be subdued. Whether women s rights activists or Princess Merida from Brave,
the Artemis personality is embodied in the modern women. Hailed by Isabel Allende, as a
beautiful, inspiring book, Artemis is dedicated to all women and girls who discover her
unconquerable spirit in themselves or others. Inside find: · Examples of Artemis in real-life
and popular culture · Ancient and modern ways to be your authentic self · A source of
strength, power, and integrity Bolen connects Artemis to contemporary figures such as
environmental activist Julia Butterfly Hill, author Cheryl Strayed, and journalist Lara Logan . .
. Bolen also discusses other goddess archetypes, including the romance-oriented Aphrodite,
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contemplative Hestia, and Hecate, the wise crone. The exploration of Artemis and Atalanta
as feminist icons is compelling. ̶Publishers Weekly
Journey to the legendary Isle of Avalon and experience the magic, mysteries, and mysticism
that have inspired women throughout the ages. Jhenah Telyndru, founder of the Avalonian
Tradition, invites you on a unique spiritual path of healing and personal revelation built
upon the beloved Avalon mythology. Connect with the Goddesses of Avalon through guided
journeys and powerful rituals. Explore Glastonbury s Sacred Landscape with eight pages of
gorgeous color photographs. Develop legendary Avalonian skills̶such as the Sight and the
art of Glamour̶to heal wounds of the soul and unlock the sacred wisdom at the core of your
being. Drawing on Celtic mythology, Arthurian legend, and Druidic lore and exploring the
way of the priestess as alluded to in Marion Zimmer Bradley s The Mists of Avalon, the
Avalonian path empowers women everywhere to transform their lives by seeking the
Goddess and the Sovereign self within.
Examines coincidental events that individuals find significant, but which cannot be rationally
explained, suggesting ways of using the resulting feelings of universal unity in Jungian
therapies and Taoist introspection
Through the fascinating stories of pioneering ministers, this book reveals a unique picture of
progressive changes occurring in the Christian tradition. Meeting challenges and
overcoming obstacles, these twelve diverse ministers are changing the church as they take
prophetic stands on gender, race, interfaith cooperation, ecology, sexual orientation,
economic opportunity, and other social justice issues. Believing in the power of sacred
symbolism to shape social reality and to provide a foundation for justice and freedom for all
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people, these ministers lead worship with inclusive language and imagery for humanity and
divinity. They include multicultural female and male images of the Divine. Their stories affirm
the connection between this expansive theology and an ethic of justice and equality in
human relationships. In working from within to change the church, these ministers have
risked censure by denominational authorities, loss of opportunities for promotion to larger
congregations or to prestigious denominational positions, and even loss of their jobs. They
have found creative ways to balance advocating for change and working to support the
church, using their positions as ordained clergy to bring liberating change to the church and
the wider culture.
Endnotes
Gather the Women, Save the World
Unlocking the Wisdom of the Body
Approaches by American & British Women Writers
Re-Aligning Feminist Thinking
LifeThreatening Illness and the Search for Meaning
Scribbling Women & the Short Story Form
Crones Don't Whine

Joy Manne brings her experience as a psychotherapist, her years of Vipassanna
meditation, and her knowledge of Buddhism to a blend of East and West called "Soul
Therapy". Her book is based on the premise that true and lasting healing comes from the
Soul Quest, or spiritual development.
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This book reflects on the implications of neurobiology and the scientific worldview on
aspects of religious experience, belief, and practice, focusing especially on the body and the
construction of religious meaning.
This volume of original chapters is designed to bring attention to a neglected area of
feminist scholarship - aging. After several decades of feminist studies we are now well
informed of the complex ways that gender shapes the lives of women and men. Similarly,
we know more about how gendered power relations interface with race and ethnicity, class
and sexual orientation. Serious theorizing of old age and age relations to gender represents
the next frontier of feminist scholarship. In this volume, leading national and international
feminist scholars of aging take first steps in this direction, illuminating how age relations
interact with other social inequalities, particularly gender. In doing so, the authors
challenge and transform feminist scholarship and many taken for granted concepts in
gender studies.
With her groundbreaking debut book, Birthing Ourselves into Being: A Year Long
Women's Empowerment Program, author Baraka Bethany Elihu transcends the
restrictions of intellectually-based therapy by offering an experiential curriculum of
personal healing centered not only in doing but in being. "Many women are naturally
heading towards this gentler, organic approach in personal therapeutic work. Women are
ready to be simply witnessed in their own mastery. We do not need to be managed,
facilitated, taught or guided," explains Baraka. "The experts live within us." Birthing
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Ourselves into Being is fully situated in the metaphor of childbirth. The book consists of
twelve chapters that explore the symbolic rhythms of the childbearing year, including preconception and postpartum. Offering clear, innovative, and effective steps, this creative
arts-based curriculum provides readers tools to emerge with an entirely new life and
stories of adventure and love to inspire the journeys of other women. "We can surrender
to our process and trust that a greater peace in the world will emerge naturally, from the
very belly of our personal, quiet revolutions," Baraka writes. "The space we hold for
ourselves and for one another becomes the standard by which the planet responds. It is
time. And we are ready."
Shaping Social Justice Leadership
Women's Intuition
Energizing the Global Women's Movement
Modern Science and the Construction of Religious Meaning
An Anthology of Writing in Womanist/Feminist Spirituality
She Is Everywhere!
Sage-ing While Age-ing
A Novel
In Jean Shinoda Bolen’s best-selling, game-changing Goddesses in Everywoman,
myths came to life in a whole new way that resonated with our own lives. Even
fictional character Bridget Jones was reading that book. Now comes Artemis: The
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Indomitable Spirit in Everywoman, a groundbreaking new book that explores the
archetype of the activist. Indomitable means untamed, unsubdued. It is the one-inherself quality in girls and women who will not be victims, no matter what. To bring
the Artemis archetype to life, Dr. Bolen delves deeply into the myth of Atalanta,
the famous hunter and runner in ancient Greek mythology, a mortal woman who is
identified with Artemis the Greek Goddess of the Hunt and Moon. Atalanta began
life abandoned and left to die because she was born a girl. She faced the Calydon
Boar and drew first blood; she was the runner who would demand to be beaten in a
footrace by the man who could claim her as his bride. Atalanta exemplifies the
indomitable spirit in competent, courageous girls and in the women they become.
This is grit, the passion and persistence to go the distance, to survive, and to
succeed. Dr. Bolen paints a vivid picture of Artemis women in current media,
including Princess Merida from the animated film Brave and Katniss Everdeen from
The Hunger Games. In all these examples and those of real-life women who grow
into their Artemis spirit, she provides the means through which readers can
navigate their own personal exploration to become their authentic selves. Bolen
dedicates this book to women and girls who embody the archetype of Artemis, who
discover her uncrushable spirit in themselves or others.
Feminist Foremothers in Women’s Studies, Psychology, and Mental Health is by
and about the more recent wave of feminist foremothers; those who were
awakened in the 1960s and ’70s to the realization that something was terribly
wrong. These are the women who created the fields of feminist therapy, feminist
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psychology, and women’s mental health as they exist today. The 48 women share
their life stories in the hope that they will inspire and encourage readers to take
their own risks and their own journeys to the outer edges of human possibility.
Authors write about what led up to their achievements, what their
accomplishments were, and how their lives were consequently changed. They
describe their personal stages of development in becoming feminists, from
unawareness to activism to action. Some women focus on the painful barriers to
success, fame, and social change; others focus on the surprise they experience at
how well they, and the women’s movement, have done. Some well-known feminist
foremothers featured include: Phyllis Chesler Gloria Steinem Kate Millett Starhawk
Judy Chicago Zsuszanna Emese Budapest Andrea Dworkin Jean Baker Miller Carol
Gilligan In Feminist Foremothers in Women’s Studies, Psychology, and Mental
Health, many of the women see in hindsight how prior projects and ideas and even
dreams were the forerunners to their most important work. They note the
importance of sisterhood and the presence of other women and the loneliness and
isolation experienced when they don’t exist. They note the validation they have
received from grassroots feminists in contrast to disbelief from professionals.
Although these women have been and continue to be looked up to as foremothers,
they realize how little recognition they’ve been given from society-at-large and
how much better off their male counterparts are. Some foremothers write about
the feeling of being different, not meshing with the culture of the time and about
challenging the system as an outsider, not an insider. These are women who had
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few mentors, who had to forge their own way, “hit the ground running.” Their
stories will challenge readers to press on, to continue the work these foremothers
so courageously started. Throughout the pages of Feminist Foremothers in
Women’s Studies, Psychology, and Mental Health runs a sense of excitement and
vibrancy of lives lived well, of being there during the early years of the women’s
movement, of making sacrifices, of taking risks and living to see enormous changes
result. Throughout these pages, too, sounds a call not to take these changes for
granted but to recognize that feminists, rather than arguing over picayune issues
or splitting politically correct hairs, are battling for the very soul of the world.
"For women there is nothing more liberating than age if we learn to use our energy,
power and compassion." -- Back cover.
Female Connection and Empowerment as a Force for Change A how-to guide for
women’s circles. The minds and spirits of women are powerful forces, particularly
when harnessed in communion with other women. Women’s circles have been
around for quite some time, and their presence is a healing and strengthening
source for many. Furthermore, author and psychiatrist Jean Shinoda Bolen believes
that women’s circles act as catalysts for change around the world. In this inspiring
and spiritual book for women, Dr. Bolen provides both a guide and vision for
women seeking purpose and change. Find empowerment and enlightenment.
Through her poetic language, Dr. Bolen emphasizes to her readers the importance
of using their intuition and drawing upon their own insights. In bringing feminine
values such as relationship, nurturing, and equality together, Dr. Bolen shares how
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women create a space for compassionate and radical growth. Women as
changemakers. By focusing on both the psychological and spiritual, women open
the doorway for great change and empower one another to be leaders of positive
change in their own lives and beyond. In this way, women empowerment itself acts
as a tool for societal and psychospiritual change. After all, when strong women join
together, who can stop them? Read The Millionth Circle: How to Change Ourselves
and the World and find... A tool for creating positive change Words of insightful and
powerful feminine wisdom A book for women everywhere Readers of Wild Mercy, If
Women Rose Rooted, Women Rowing North, or Warrior Goddess Training will love
the inspiring message and call to action in Jean Shinoda Bolen’s The Millionth
Circle.
The Lawyer's Myth
Stories of Liberating Ministers
How Trees, Women, and Tree People Can Save the Planet
Goddess Beliefs and Practices in Australia
An Intimate Look at the End of Life
Awakening Spirituality Through Movement and Ritual
Reviving Ideals in the Legal Profession
The first time Helen Curry walked a labyrinth she was moved to tears and then
"was filled with peace and possibilities." Here, she shares her years of experience
with labyrinth meditation and shows how others can find serenity and guidance
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by adopting this increasingly popular practice. Unlike mazes, which force choices
and can create fear and confusion, labyrinths are designed to "embrace" and
guide individuals through a calming, meditative walk on a single circular path.
The Way of the Labyrinth includes meditations, prayers, questions for enhancing
labyrinth walks, guidelines for ceremonies, instructions for finger meditations,
and extensive resources. This enchanting, practical, and exquisitely packaged
guide helps both novice and experienced readers enjoy the benefits of labyrinth
meditation, from problem-solving to stress reduction to personal transformation.
Includes a foreword by Jean Houston, the renowned author and leader in the field
of humanistic psychology, who is considered the grandmother of the current
labyrinth revival.
In the summer of 1996, Ruth Ray, a gerontologist in her forties, befriended an
eighty-two-year-old man suffering from Parkinson's. The two remained close until
the end of his life, sharing stories and memories while building a deep
relationship. Part memoir, part biography, Endnotes explores how people
construct meaning through their interactions with others. With grace and wit, Ray
situates her friend's past experiences and present relationships within the
theories and literature of gerontology, providing a deeper understanding of
autonomy at the end of life. She also delves into the complexities of sexuality and
intimacy in old age, communication across disabilities and age groups, the
disabling nature of nursing homes, and the trials of death and dying. Writing as
both a woman and a gerontologist, Ray finds that the "quality of care" we provide
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for others requires not only an understanding of the relationships that have given
a person's life meaning but also a willingness to accept and share deeply in the
emotional process of physical and mental decline.
At some point after fifty, every woman crosses a threshold into the third phase of
her life. As she enters this uncharted territory -- one that is generally
uncelebrated in popular culture -- she can choose to mourn what has gone before,
or she can embrace the juicy crone years. In this celebration of Act 3, Jungian
analyst Jean Shinoda Bolen names the powerful new energies and potentials, or
archetypes, that come into the psyche at this momentous time, suggesting that
women getting older have profound and exciting reasons for welcoming the other
side of fifty. As Bolen has explained in her remarkable body of work, there are
goddesses in every woman, deep archetypal sources of wisdom, authenticity and
spirituality that, once tapped, energize us and give us a sense of meaning and
self- acceptance. The knowledge of which archetypes are active within us at each
phase of life-maiden, mother (or matron), and cronesupports us in making choices
that are true to who we are instead of conforming to others' ideas of who we
should be. In Bolen's bestselling Goddesses in Everywoman, the classic work of
the women's spirituality movement, the Greek goddesses personified these
archetypes as they affected the first two phases of a woman's adult life. Now she
explains that in the third stage, marked physiologically by menopause, there
emerges a whole new cast of inner archetypes that a woman can draw on for
guidance, creativity, personal integration, and joy. Once we learn to recognize
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these forces, we can feel empowered and wise, introspective and spiritual,
sexually bold and full of mirth. For it is in the "wisewoman" years, when a woman
has lived long enough to resolve the tasks of younger and middle adulthood, that
she can fully and authentically become who she deeply is. The generation of
women who are approaching or who have reached the crone years is historically
unique. Influenced by the women's movement, they have benefited from
educational opportunities, women's support networks, and economic resources as
excellent preparation for decades of active postmenopausal life. By recognizing
the goddess archetypes that emerge in this phase, women of this special
generation will be enabled to transform the crone years into the best years of
their lives.
A MIDLIFE QUEST FOR THE GRAIL AND THE GODDESS Dr Jean Shinoda
Bolen's extraordinary memoir celebrates the pilgrimage that heralded her
spiritual awakening and leads readers down the path of self-discovery. In this
account of her journey to Europe
The Heart of the Goddess
A Year Long Women's Empowerment Program
Soul Therapy
Birthing Ourselves Into Being
Archetypes in Women Over Fifty
Woman's Journey to Herself
A Powerful Meditation for Everyday Life
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Avalon Within

A Powerful and Poetic Call to Ecological & Feminist Activism This masterful work
by internationally known author and speaker Jean Shinoda Bolen provides an
insightful look into the fusion of ecological issues and global gender politics. Of
trees and women. This book on the importance of trees grew out of Bolen’s
experience mourning the loss of a Monterey pine that was cut down in her
neighborhood. That, combined with her practice of walking among tall trees, led to
her deep connection with trees and an understanding of their many complexities.
From their anatomy and physiology, to trees as archetypal and sacred symbols,
Bolen expertly explores the dynamics of ecological activism spiritual activism and
sacred feminism. And, she invites us to join the movement to save trees. Stories of
those making a difference. While there is still much work to be done to address
environmental problems, there are many stories of individuals and organizations
rising up to make a change and help save our planet. The words and stories that
Bolen weaves throughout this book are both inspirational and down-to-earth, calling
us to realize what is happening to not only our trees, but our people. By writing
about both the work of organizations like Greenpeace and the UN Commission on
the Status of Women, Bolen highlights her passions and shares her unique vision
for the world. In Like a Tree learn more about: The dynamic nature of trees — from
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their anatomy to their role as an archetypal symbol Pressing social issues such as
deforestation, global warming, and overpopulation What it means to be a “tree
person” If you enjoyed books like The Hidden Life of Trees, Wise Trees, Around
the World in 80 Trees, or Braiding Sweetgrass, then you’ll love Like a Tree: How
Trees, Women, and Tree People Can Save the Planet.
Describes how serious illness can actually be a soul-transforming experience that
eliminates neurosis and leads to the essential truths of life.
She Is Everywhere! An Anthology of Writing in Womanist/Feminist Spirituality
Perhaps the first womanist/feminist anthology which includes women's voices from
many cultural and spiritual traditions across the globe from past to present. This
book will be enormously useful and stimulating to women's studies classes and the
emerging vibrant study of women's spirituality. "By venerating Her I am able to
salute the divinity in all women and myself."-Luisah Teish "We are at the brink of
new age which will be defined by new concepts in science, religion, and the
reclamation of the values of the Dark Mother."-Necia Harkless "In my microgeography, she is everywhere: in a sweat lodge in Indian Canyon, or in the
Guadalupe chapel in San Juan Bautista, in a field of blue corn in Aromas protected
with corn dollies, or in the Rodriquez Street Laundry in Watsonville "-Jennifer Colby
"In bringing memories of Her to the surface, I feel reborn, reconnected to the Earth,
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reunited with my Great Mother."-Sandy Miranda "Traveling to lands and sacred
sites where evidence of the Goddess is irrefutable gives me a new spark and
added hope Sardinia herself is the Great Mother."-Leslene della Madre "The more
women's voices I heard; the more I came to see the Sacred Feminine as immanent;
the more I saw women who seemed to be filled with joy even in the midst of
adverse circumstances "-Deborah Grenn
A MIDLIFE QUEST FOR THE GRAIL AND THE GODDESS Dr Jean Shinoda
Bolen's extraordinary memoir celebrates the pilgrimage that heralded her spiritual
awakening and leads readers down the path of self-discovery. In this account of her
journey to Europe in search of the sacred feminine, she unveils the mythological
significance of the midlife search for meaning and renewal. " Bolen] charts a path
that will lead many readers to the heart of their own emotional and spiritual
pilgrimages."SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE BOOK REVIEW "This wise and
challenging work, the most personal of Jean Shinoda Bolen's books, is an
absorbing often uncannily perceptive, and useful companion for the soul journeys of
our time, which is 'The Time of the Goddess Returning."'ALICE WALKER, author of
'The Color Purple' "In 'Crossing to Avalon', Jean Shinoda Bolen turns her acute and
brilliant eye toward the interconnectedness of women's mysteries, sacredness of
the body, the effect of pilgrimage on soul, and deep feminine
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friendships."CLARISSA PINKOLA ESTES, Ph.D., author of 'Women Who Run with
the Wolves' Jean Shinoda Bolen, M.D., is a Jungian analyst and clinical professor
of psychiatry at the University of California, San Francisco. She is the author of
'Goddesses in Everywoman, Gods in Everyman, ' and 'The Tao of Psychology.'
She Who Changes
The Millionth Circle
Sacred Woman, Sacred Dance
Path of Devotion in Conscious Love
The Indomitable Spirit in Everywoman
Gaia Emerging
She-Q: Why Women Should Mentor Men and Change the World
How to Change Ourselves and The World: The Essential Guide to Women's Circles
Crossing to AvalonA Woman's Midlife Quest for the Sacred
FeminineHarper Collins
«America is now wholly given over to a d - d mob of scribbling
women, and I should have no chance of success while the public
taste is occupied with their trash...» Taking Hawthorne's famous
1855 complaint about women writers as a starting point for
consideration, Scribbling Women and the Short Story Form is a
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collection of fourteen critical essays about the short fiction
of British and American women writers. This anthology takes a
feminist approach, examining the liberating possibilities for
women writers of the form of the short story, a genre often
associated with alienation or subversion (the writer Frank
O'Connor describes the form as marginal or «outlaw»). Covering
the work of selected women writers from the 1850s through the
late twentieth century, this collection includes essays on wellknown authors such as Rebecca Harding Davis, Louisa May Alcott,
Kate Chopin, Katherine Anne Porter, Flannery O'Connor, Cynthia
Ozick, and Ursula K. Le Guin, alongside essays on Harriett
Prescott Spofford, Ruth Stewart, L. T. Meade, Alice DunbarNelson, Zitkala-Sa, Sui Sin Far, and Lydia Davis, less-known
authors whose stories offer rich ground for consideration.
This book takes readers on a fascinating intellectual journey
that showcases SHE-Q as the next great emerging intelligence—a
force that can remake the world.
A novel of England during the Viking era, from an author who
“has vividly and colorfully portrayed life during the tumultuous
Dark Ages” (Historical Novels Review). The last quarter of the
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tenth century was a time of conflict and exploration—while the
Anglo-Saxons fought against the Vikings, Norsemen voyaged into
the unknown looking for new lands to pillage, and so discovered
America. Prince Rumon of France, descendant of Charlemagne and
King Alfred, was a searcher. He had visions of the Islands of
the Blessed, perhaps King Arthur’s Avalon, “where falls not
hail, or rain, or any snow.” Merewyn grew up in savage
Cornwall—a lonely girl, sustained by stubborn courage and belief
in her descent from great King Arthur. Chance—or fate—in the
form of a shipwreck off the Cornish coast brought Rumon and
Merewyn together, and from that hour their lives were
intertwined. Bound by his vow to her dying mother, Rumon brings
Merewyn safely to England, keeping hidden the shameful secret of
her birth. He considers his responsibility ended. At court, he
is dazzled by the beautiful Queen Alfrida—but when a murderous
truth is revealed, he turns to Merewyn, only to discover that he
may have lost her. And he will journey across the Atlantic to
find her again . . . From the beloved bestselling author of
Katherine and Dragonwyck, this is a romantic tale of history and
adventure “characterized by an authentic sense of time” (The New
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York Times Book Review).
Invitation to Holistic Health
Goddesses in Older Women
The Tao of Psychology
Circle of Stones
Age Matters
A Guide to Living a Balanced Life
Synchronicity and the Self
Finding the Voice Inside
This is the tenth anniversary edition of the classic bestseller
for women seeking their sacred connections. Long ago before the
patriarchal period, in many places on Earth, the Goddess was
worshipped. Circle of Stones draws us into a meditative
experience of the lost Feminine and creates a space for us to
consider our present lives from the eyes of women's ancient
culture and ritual. Incorporating the most ancient symbol of
spirituality — the circle of stones — Duerk weaves stories,
dreams, and visions of women to lead each reader into a personal
yet archetypal journey, posing the reflective question, "How
might your life have been different if . . . ?" Reading group
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guide included.
The award-winning actress and best-selling author of The Camino
and Out on a Limb evaluates the personal and professional
milestones that have marked her spiritual journey, in an account
that explores forefront issues in health, nutrition, and life
after death. Reprint. 100,000 first printing.
Can we re-imagine divine power as deeply related to the changing
world? Can we re-imagine the creation of the world as an ongoing
process of co-creation in which every individual from particles
of atoms to human beings plays a part? Can we re-imagine
Goddess/God as the most relational of all relational beings? Can
we re-imagine the world as the body of Goddess/God? If we can,
then we can understand the deeper meaning of female images of
divine power, including Goddess, God-She, Sophia, and Shekhina.
Many traditional understandings of divine power begin with
thinly disguised rejections of the female body and connection to
the natural world. Women theologians from Jewish, Christian,
Goddess, and other traditions are re-imagining divine and human
power as embodied, embedded in a changing world, and deeply
related to all beings in the web of life. Drawing on the work of
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process philosopher Charles Hartshorne - whose insights deserve
a wider hearing - Carol P. Christ offers intellectual
foundations for deeply held feelings about the meanings of
female images of divine power. Her gift is the ability to make
complex ideas seem simple and radically new ideas seem familiar.
This book is addressed to everyone who has ever wondered about
the implications of re-imagining God as female.
Sacred cross-cultural images of the Goddess combined with myth
and meditations are the perfect empowerment tool for all
generations in this #MeToo Moment.
New Age and Neopagan Religions in America
Celebrate the Divine Feminine
Avalon
Women's Rites of Passage
Concentrated Wisdom for Juicy Women
Artemis
Like a Tree
A Woman's Midlife Quest for the Sacred Feminine

Shaping Social Justice Leadership: Insights of Women Educators Worldwide contains
evocative portraits of twenty-three women educators and leaders from around the world
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whose actions are shaping social justice leadership. The portraits are framed with relevant
scholarship and grouped thematically. Each carefully crafted portrait highlights an aspect of
a chapter theme, followed by practical insights. The chapters develop a range of cultural
comparisons, illustrate imperatives for social justice leadership, and examine values, skills,
resilience, leadership pathways and actions. The authors invite all educators—both women
and men—to shape social justice leadership through collective efforts around the globe that
create new possibilities for a more just world.
Lawyers today are in a moral crisis. The popular perception of the lawyer, both within the
legal community and beyond, is no longer the Abe Lincoln of American mythology, but is
often a greedy, cynical manipulator of access and power. In The Lawyer's Myth, Walter
Bennett goes beyond the caricatures to explore the deeper causes of why lawyers are losing
their profession and what it will take to bring it back. Bennett draws on his experience as a
lawyer, judge, and law teacher, as well as upon oral histories of lawyers and judges, in his
exploration of how and why the legal profession has lost its ennobling mythology.
Effectively using examples from history, philosophy, psychology, mythology, and literature,
Bennett shows that the loss of professionalism is more than merely the emergence of win-atall-cost strategies and a scramble for personal wealth. It is something more profound—a loss
of professional community and soul. Bennett identifies the old heroic myths of American
lawyers and shows how they informed the values of professionalism through the middle of
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the last century. He shows why, in our more diverse society, those myths are inadequate
guides for today's lawyers. And he also discusses the profession's agony over its trickster
image and demonstrates how that archetype is not only a psychological reality, but a
necessary component of a vibrant professional mythology for lawyers. At the heart of
Bennett's eloquently written book is a call to reinvigorate the legal professional community.
To do this, lawyers must revive their creative capacities and develop a meaningful,
professional mythology—one based on a deeper understanding of professionalism and a
broader, more compassionate ideal of justice.
Explores the biochemical relationship between mind and body to reconnect women to the
intuition that is encoded in their DNA
Finding the Voice Inside invites women to name, honor and explore their female experience
as it differs from male experience. Doing this work in a group and hearing themselves and
others read aloud what's been written, women re-awaken to what they don't always know
that they know. Doing these exercises alone can continue the tradition of diary, journal and
letter writing that makes up our knowledge of women's lives throughout history. In their
effort to balance the male-constructed view of the world, women must first recreate the
images, symbols, metaphors and truths of their own lives, as women.
How to Embrace Change and Celebrate Life
Changing Church
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Writing as a Spiritual Quest for Women
Why Women Should Mentor Men and Change the World
Re-imagining the Divine in the World
A Woman's Midlife Pilgrimage
Feminist Foremothers in Women's Studies, Psychology, and Mental Health
A Sacred Journey of Myth, Mystery, and Inner Wisdom
In today's polarized publics, we are rarely prepared to
encounter one another peaceably and deeply across
irreconcilable difference. A Companionable Way invites
inquisitive minds, body-souls, and spiritual hearts into the
delightful but demanding inner work required for peaceable
encounters with integrity across interreligious and
intercultural difference. Unmet yearnings and the
unconscious refusal of deep feeling in so many of our
cultures need redress, not only within scholarly-analytical
habits of mind but also in aging communal "containers" not
adept at holding deep feeling without harm. Ancient but
'new' containers today--webs of spiritual friendship and
circle-way communities of practice--offer hope for new
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learning and formative encounters with difference toward an
expressive delight able to companion the suffering of self
and others. Part memoir of a deep-feeling academic, part
toolbox for the curiously contemplative, A Companionable Way
witnesses to the deeply rooted Sacred available to each of
us in a return to the body, devotion in conscious love, and
new ways of being human together across irreconcilable
difference, held gently in a patient and living wisdom
particular to each but needed by all.
A provocative assessment of the differences between modern
women who respectively embrace and resist change explains
how women can take responsibility for their lives and
choices by creating personal rites of passage, drawing on
scholarly research and inspirational personal stories to
offer tribute to key life transitions. Original.
Shows how dance, the highest expression of spirituality in
cultures and traditions all over the world, is being
integrated into the lives of women today • The first book to
explore women's spiritual expression--women's ways--through
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a study of dance • Investigates how dance came to be
excluded from worship, and reveals how dance is once again
being brought into spiritual practices • Includes resources
for further instruction in sacred dance Today we primarily
think of dance as a form of entertainment or as a way to
exercise or socialize. There was a time, however, when dance
was considered the way to commune with the divine, a part of
life's journey, celebrating the seasons and rhythms of the
year and the rhythms of our lives. Dance is a language that
reunites the body, mind, and soul. While the role of women's
sacred dance was most valued in goddess-worshipping cultures
where women served as priestesses and healers, dance was
once an integral part of religious ritual and ceremonial
expression in cultures all over the world, including Judaism
and Christianity. In this book the author investigates how
dance came to be excluded from worship and reveals how dance
is once again being integrated into spiritual practices.
Sacred Woman, Sacred Dance is the first book to explore
women's spiritual expression--women's ways--through a study
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of dance. It describes sacred circles, birth rituals,
ecstatic dances, and dances of loss and grief (in groups and
individually) that allow women to integrate the movements of
faith, healing, and power into their daily life.
In Moving Toward the Millionth Circle, psychiatrist,
activist and best-selling author Jean Bolen inspires women
and others to follow a path with soul, to take on a personal
assignment that contributes to change, while relying on the
support of a circle or circles of likeminded individuals.
The metaphoric millionth circle is the tipping point into a
post-patriarchal era, based on the premise that when a
critical number of people change their perceptions and
behavior, a new era can begin. The strength that comes from
those circles feeds the activism and the activism makes the
circles stronger. Moving Toward the Millionth Circle is
about heart-centered activism. Drawn from Dr. Bolen’s work
with the United Nations and her experiences with His
Holiness the Dalai Lama, and women from all walks of life
all around the world, this book is poetical, practical and
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political.
Insights of Women Educators Worldwide
Urgent Message from Mother
Religion and the Body
A Companionable Way
Moving Toward the Millionth Circle
The Way of the Labyrinth
Crossing to Avalon
Close to the Bone
In its original edition, this culmination of Jean Shinoda Bolen's life's work sold over 25,000
copies. Now in paperback for the first time Urgent Message from Mother is a call to action for all
the women of the world. This unique combination of visionary thinking and practical how-to
seeks to galvanize the power of women acting together in order to save our world. Bolen outlines
the lessons we can learn from the women's movement, draws on Jungian psychology and the
sacred feminine, and gives powerful examples of women coming together all over the globe and
making a significant impact.
Sarah Pike traces the history of New Age and Neopagan religions in the United States from their
origins in the nineteenth century to their reemergence in the 1960s counterculture. She also
considers the differences and similarities between the New Age and Neopagan movements as well
as the antagonistic relationship between these two practices and other religions in America,
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particularly Christianity. Covering such topics as healing, gender and sexuality, millennialism,
and ritual experience, she offers a sympathetic yet critical treatment of religious practices often
marginalized yet soaring in popularity. Her book is a rich analysis of these spiritual worlds and
social networks and questions why these faiths are flourishing at this point in American history.
Provides solid principles and proven measures to promote optimal health and well-being using a
holistic approach.
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